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“The Nowell Leadership Academy provided me with the
support and flexibility I needed to graduate from high school
ready for success—as a mom and as a future college student.”
— BRITTANY GOYETTE

Executive Summary
• A competency based academic program where students graduate based
on skills demonstrated, not credits accumulated or time in class.
• Strong reading and math intervention programs to help students who
are significantly behind grade level rapidly catch up with their on-grade
level peers.
• Relevant career exploration experiences where students apply their
academic learning at authentic job sites.
• An integrated early childhood development program where our students’
children’s success matters as much as their parents’ success.
• A renewed focus on teaching discrete parenting skills and seamless
academic supports for students whose schooling is interrupted with
maternity or paternity leave.
• A financially secure organization supported by robust philanthropic
investment.
• A facility solution that allows Nowell to focus all of its resources on all
of its students at all times.
• A highly qualified staff with deep expertise and passion for serving
pregnant, parenting and under-served students.

In short, a school unlike any other in Rhode Island.
This is the vision described in this strategic plan.
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Strategic Planning Committee
Members
This strategic plan is the culmination of three months of
planning work that was launched in January of 2017. The
strategic plan was developed with input from a wide variety
of stakeholders including the Nowell Leadership Academy’s
Board of Directors, staff, students and supporters.
We are grateful for the participation of the following individual specifically:
Joseph DiMartino, Rilwan Feyisitan and Sharon Lee from the Nowell Leadership
Academy Board of Directors; former Board chairperson Bill Walter; Drew Allsopp,
Karen Belletete, Rebeca Filomeno, Brianna Mendonsa, Melissa Slaiger, Toby
Shepherd and Jessica Waters from the Nowell Leadership Academy staff.
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INTRODUCTION

How is This Plan Different?
The Sheila C. “Skip” Nowell Leadership Academy was
founded in 2013 by the YWCA of Rhode Island. The school
began as a natural outgrowth of the YWCA’s long-running
Parenting in Progress program, a support program for
adolescent parents seeking to finish high school.
The founding mission of the Nowell Leadership Academy was “to increase the
educational achievement of at-risk high school students in Rhode Island by
providing a comprehensive high school program that addresses and breaks down
the barriers to high school attendance and completion that are related to teenage
pregnancy and parenting, family care-taking responsibilities, domestic abuse, lack
of family support and other family-related challenges.” The ideas and approaches
described in this plan do not in any way represent a departure from Nowell’s
founding mission; indeed, Nowell remains as committed as ever to providing
an outstanding secondary school educational experience to Rhode Island’s
pregnant, parenting and otherwise underserved young adults. Instead, the ideas
and approaches described in this plan represent new strategies, based on our
experience, that we believe may help Nowell execute its founding mission even
more successfully in the years to come.
There are at least three approaches in this plan that reflect an evolution of
Nowell’s school design from previous iterations. These include:
• A more explicit focus on post-secondary success in both college and
career. While Nowell’s 2013 charter included goals regarding postsecondary success, this plan includes more explicit language regarding
college and careers. We believe that Nowell’s graduates should be prepared
to succeed in whatever they choose to do next – whether a four- or two-year
college experience, an industry specific training pathway or direct entry into
a family supporting career.
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• A shift towards proficiency in core content instead of accumulation of
credits. We believe that a high school diploma from the Nowell Leadership
Academy should, at its foundation, represent grade level proficiency in both
literacy and numeracy.
• A rethinking of the types of supports and flexibility that pregnant and
parenting students need to succeed in school. Nowell’s early school model
prioritized flexibility with time-in-school requirements. Students could opt
to attend school some days, but not other days and students were issued
laptops to pursue work at home on days when they were not in school.
Over time, we have come to believe that less time in school, by itself, is
not necessarily a helpful support for pregnant and parenting students—
especially if those students come to Nowell academically behind their peers.
Instead, we believe supports like childcare, transportation, math and reading
interventions and psychological counseling are the types of supports
that help Nowell students succeed. In this model, technology plays a role
extending and reinforcing the school experience —particularly for students
whose schooling is interrupted immediately following childbirth—but it never
replaces it.
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A DAY I N T H E L I F E :

Lilliana & Jasmine
Lillianna is a fictional student at the Sheila C. “Skip” Nowell Leadership Academy.
This piece was written to provide an illustration of the student experience at the
Nowell Leadership Academy envisioned in this strategic planning document. In
this piece, Lilliana is the eighteen-year-old mother to Jasmine, an eleven-monthold girl. Lillianna and Jasmine live in one of Rhode Island’s core cities.

7:50 AM A van pulls up to Lillianna’s apartment building. The driver greets her
warmly and helps her safely install the Jasmine’s car seat in the van. The van picks
up several other students and their children on the way to school.
8:15 AM They walk their children into the early childhood development center
located next door to the Nowell Leadership Academy. Jasmine’s early childhood
educator reviews her goals for Jasmine that day with Lillianna. Jasmine is taking
an important assessment to determine if she’s on-track for several important
childhood development milestones.
8:45 AM After eating breakfast, Lillianna is off to her first class. She receives
two Nowell Bucks for arriving on time. Her first class is Physics. She and her
friends are designing and building model rockets that will be launched on Friday
afternoon. Her project allows her to demonstrate mastery of content while also
practicing important group-problem solving skills. Lillian’s school feels busy, full,
and productive.
9:35 AM Lillianna meets with her advisor who reviews her graduation pathway.
Lillianna is close to graduating, and her advisor checks in with her regularly to
make sure she stays on track. Lilliana needs to not only complete several more
courses, but also demonstrate grade level proficiency in reading and math. It’s not
an easy path, but Lilliana feels confident that it’s the right path to prepare her for
whatever she chooses to do next. Lillianna wants to be an OBGYN one day.
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9:35 AM to 11:15 AM Lillianna works hard in math class and receives independent
support on senior capstone project. With the encouragement of her peers and
teachers at school, Lilliana is breastfeeding; she leaves class periodically to pump
in private. At 11:15 AM, she meets for a quick check-in with the school psychologist.
Lillianna participates in-group counseling sessions on Wednesdays, and the
psychologist is making sure she’s prepared to participate later in the week. On
Tuesdays and Thursdays, Lillianna leaves campus during this time to take a
college course at Community College of Rhode Island.
11:30 AM It’s time for lunch. Lillianna and some of her friends walk next door to
check on Jasmine. Jasmine’s early childhood educator shares the results of her
assessment with Lillianna: she’s excelling in communication, fine and gross motor
skills but needs more support with problem solving and social skills. The early
childhood educator shares some quick tips Lillianna can try later that day at home.
12:00 to 1:30 PM Lillianna is back in class. In social studies, she debates whether
a recent proposal in the state legislature regarding reproductive health would
positively or negatively impact her and her friends. In English, she edits a personal
narrative that she plans to adapt later for her college essay.
1:30 PM Lillianna participates in a small group intensive reading intervention.
Lillianna came to Nowell significantly behind grade level in literacy, but her
90-minute daily intervention is rapidly catching her up. On days when she’s not in
reading intervention, Lillianna participates in a weekly parenting group or works
more on her senior capstone at this time.
2:45 PM The day is over. Lillianna visits the school store and uses her Nowell
Bucks to purchase some donated toys that she thinks Jasmine will love. Before
leaving, she checks in once again with her advisor. Her advisor checks in to see
if Lillianna needs support for her capstone internship tomorrow; once a week,
Lillianna shadows an OBGYN and takes notes on her experience. She also makes
sure that Lillianna’s school-issued laptop and Wi-Fi box are in good working
order in case Lillianna wants to review her notes or take a quiz from home after
Jasmine falls asleep. Lillianna brings the toys with her when she picks up Jasmine.
Together, they get back in the Nowell van and head home.
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OUR FOUNDER

Who is Sheila C. “Skip” Nowell?
Sheila “Skip” Nowell was born in New York
City, graduated from Music and Art High
School for the Performing Arts, attended
the University of Wisconsin, and then
resumed her musical studies at Juilliard in
New York.
In 1946 she married John Nowell. They moved to
Rehoboth, Massachusetts where they raised their four
children, and were active in town politics. Both served
elected terms on the School Committee. She then
became Music Director at the Gordon School, until she
was appointed to direct the first Rhode Island Head Start
program located in South Providence. She administered
that program for five years until she was asked by The
Junior League to organize and direct Volunteers in Action.
In 1973 she was elected Executive Director of the YWCA
of Northern Rhode Island, whose board encouraged her
many innovative programs. PIP (Parenting in Progress)
was designed for school age adolescents to study for a
G.E.D. or a high school diploma, while learning parenting
skills and receiving day care for their infants in a secure
and supportive environment.
Retiring in 1993, Skip was approached by the YWCA
Retirement Fund to be a Fund Field Representative,
serving all YWCAs in the United States as a liaison
between YWCA employees and the Fund. She recently
retired from that position. Skip presently volunteers as
Artistic Director of Arts in the Village, a Rehoboth classical
concert series now in its 12th season.
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Mission Statement, Vision &
Values
The mission of the Sheila C. “Skip” Nowell Leadership
Academy is to ensure that Rhode Island’s pregnant,
parenting and underserved youth graduate from high school
with the knowledge and skills they need to be prepared
for success in college, career and family life.
Our vision is to become a national leader in providing an
exceptionally high quality, competency based high school
experience to pregnant, parenting and underserved students.
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Strength, Knowledge, Integrity, and Purpose
These are the four values that guide our work at the Nowell Leadership Academy.
Collectively, these values spell the acronym “Skip” in honor of Nowell’s namesake
Sheila “Skip” Nowell.

Strength
Students of the Nowell Leadership Academy demonstrate strength by persevering
through challenges, setting and working towards goals and resolving conflicts
peacefully. Staff of the Nowell Leadership Academy demonstrate strength by
welcoming constructive feedback, creating a positive environment for students
and colleagues and never giving up—even on the toughest days.
Knowledge
Students of the Nowell Leadership Academy demonstrate knowledge by having
a growth mindset, participating in school to the fullest of their abilities, and
applying what they learn at Nowell in their life and community. Staff of the Nowell
Leadership Academy demonstrate knowledge by working to continuously improve
their practice as educators and professionals, sharing their successes with their
colleagues and collaborating to ensure all students receive the support they need
to succeed.
Integrity
Students of the Nowell Leadership Academy demonstrate integrity by cooperating
with others, exhibiting academic honesty at all times and representing Nowell with
pride. Staff of the Nowell Leadership Academy demonstrate integrity by staying
positive, treating their colleagues with a generosity of spirit, and serving as a role
model to students at all times.
Purpose
Students of the Nowell Leadership Academy demonstrate purpose by arriving
at school on time each day, being fully present and on-task during school hours,
and remaining on-track to graduate. Staff of the Nowell Leadership Academy
demonstrate purpose by planning and executing engaging and rigorous lessons,
bringing their best selves to work each day and doing whatever it takes to support
all students on their path to graduation and success after high school.
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F I V E S T R AT E G I C P R I O R I T I E S

Strategic Priority 1
Academic Excellence
The Nowell Leadership Academy strives to be Rhode
Island’s first high performing, proficiency based high
school specifically designed to serve pregnant, parenting
and underserved students. We believe that all students—
especially students with negative past school experiences
—rise to meet high expectations and deserve a rich,
rigorous and challenging educational experience.
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Nowell has begun down the path to realizing this vision. In the 2016–2017 school
year, Nowell adopted a new personalized curriculum in partnership with the
California based Summit Public Schools. This college and career preparatory
program allows students to demonstrate proficiency at anytime in any place
through a blend of subject area content and long-term, collaborative projects that
encourage higher level cognitive skills.
Nowell seeks to accelerate these trends over the next three years. Specifically,
Nowell will explore the possibility of replacing the “credit recovery” approach to
credit attainment with a truly competency based model. In this model, students are
assessed on their content knowledge and cognitive skills upon enrollment, given
a graduation pathway that is truly personalized to meet each student’s needs and
granted a diploma based on demonstrated academic ability.
While a competency based model holds promise to ensure that every Nowell
graduate truly possesses the skills necessary for post-secondary success, it
also holds implications for programming, school design, staffing, and student
enrollment. Over the next three years, Nowell will examine what it means to more
fully move in this direction.
At the same time, over the next three years Nowell will further develop its capacity
to offer targeted and effective interventions in both reading and math to rapidly
catch up students who are behind grade level in these foundational areas and
further develop our capstone and career internship offerings in Rhode Island’s
growth industries.
To accomplish these goals, Nowell may need:
• Technical assistance from other schools or school support organizations with
expertise in developing hybrid models that transition credit-based programs
into competency-based programs
• Further assistance in developing a best-in-class math intervention program
for students significantly behind grade level
• Professional development for staff transitioning to this new model
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F I V E S T R AT E G I C P R I O R I T I E S

Strategic Priority 2:
Culture, Climate &
Wrap-Around Supports
The Nowell Leadership Academy strives to connect all
students—including but not limited to our pregnant and
parenting students—with unparalleled social, emotional
and wrap-around supports. We believe that students
perform at their highest levels when they have access to
relentless, unconditional and comprehensive social and
emotional supports.
Nowell’s existing social and emotional supports are strong. Students at Nowell
have access to psychological screenings, counseling, referrals to and coordinated
care with community providers as well as behavioral supports within the school.
Nowell’s wrap-around team frequently provides students with counseling and
resources related to out-of-school needs like housing, food, toiletries, birth
control and more. Nowell’s current wrap-around team consists of both full-time
employees (i.e. the Dean of Students, the School Nurse Teacher) as well as
contracted services (i.e. the School Psychologist). Nowell may wish to review this
internal/external staffing model over the next three years to ensure that the school
has the right supports, in the right amounts, at the right costs.
Over the next three years, Nowell will work to codify a comprehensive continuum
of supports related to adolescent parenting. This continuum will begin with
counseling on safe sex practices with non-pregnant and parenting students,
including counseling to parenting students about the risks of developing a second
early pregnancy. The continuum will continue to include special supports for
students who are pregnant, are at home on maternity or paternity leave, and back
in school as new parents.
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Specifically, Nowell will explore the possibility of integrating early childhood care
and programming directly into the school model. In this model, the infants and
toddlers of Nowell’s students are not viewed as impediments on the path to their
parents’ high school graduation but as learners in their own right whose early
academic success could prove mutually beneficial for them and their caretakers.
Nowell could achieve this level of integration through partnerships with thirdparty providers or by developing a new, internal program; the latter model holds
obvious implications for Nowell’s staffing, revenue model and facility plans. Over
the next three years, Nowell will examine what it means to more fully move in this
direction and develop a plan based on the results of this research.
As a school for pregnant and parenting teens with a mission to prepare students
for success in family life, Nowell will also further develop it’s coaching and
supports for young parents. We will identify best practice programs that help
adolescent parents raise healthy, successful children while protecting their own
mental and physical health, and we will work to ensure a more seamless academic
experience for students who are out of school for maternity or paternity leave.
This revised approach to teaching and supporting parenting skills will be one
component of a revised, comprehensive health program.
To accomplish these goals, Nowell may need:
• Technical assistance understanding the full implications of an
integrated childcare program
• Strong collaborations with community based programs that could
provide parenting and family support to Nowell students
• Modifications to the staffing model for the school’s wrap-around
support team
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F I V E S T R AT E G I C P R I O R I T I E S

Strategic Priority 3:
Organizational Stewardship
The Nowell Leadership Academy strives to be a model
institution in all aspects of organizational health and
success. Over the next three years, Nowell will continue
to grow into an organization that is financially secure,
effectively governed, fully compliant with all local, state
and federal requirements and a respected leader in the
local education landscape.
Nowell is a financially healthy and lean organization. With no debt (capital
or otherwise), no current retiree obligations and no annually recurring major
contracted services, Nowell maintains substantial flexibility to respond to
emerging needs in real time. While Nowell received audit findings in its first
year (the 2013–2014 school year), the school received clean audit results for
FY15 and FY16. With nearly $700,000 in cash reserves, Nowell’s cash-on-hand
exceeds the Rhode Island Department of Education’s liquidity requirements.
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Nowell has a limited track record of private fundraising from foundation, corporate
and individual donors. In the 2016–2017 school year to date, Nowell has raised
over $100,000 from private, non-government sources. Nowell will seek to
grow its development efforts by 30% year over year in each of the coming
three school years.
Over the next three years, Nowell will also develop its presence in Rhode Island’s
education landscape. Nowell’s specific expertise regarding serving pregnant and
parenting students will be disseminated through close partnerships with traditional
district schools. Nowell will also seek to fortify its reputation through targeted
communications to supporters, elected officials and in local media outlets. During
the 2017–2018 school year, the Rhode Island Board of Education will vote to
renew—or not renew—the Nowell Leadership Academy’s charter. Nowell fully
intends to apply for renewal and will seek an unqualified, five-year renewal.
Nowell is currently preparing for and participating in the renewal review process.
Nowell is required to comply with a battery of local, state and federal
requirements. These range from local fire code compliance to state food safety
regulations to federal fair employment statutes. At this time, Nowell is unaware of
any instances of non-compliance with local, state or federal requirements. Nowell
will remain fully compliant with all relevant local, state and federal requirements.
Finally, Nowell will seek to further develop its Board of Directors into a highly
functioning, diverse group of professionals from various professional and family
backgrounds. This may include seeking leadership from board members with
expertise in functional areas like fund development, financial management,
communications and education law. Nowell may also seek board representation
from current parents, recent alumni and/or other community leaders who were
previously teenage parents.
To accomplish these goals, Nowell may need:
• New partnerships with peer schools that will allow Nowell to share its
experiences and lessons learned serving pregnant and parenting teenagers
• Professional support to meet the school’s communications and
development goals
• Active recruitment of new board members with the background and
experiences described above
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F I V E S T R AT E G I C P R I O R I T I E S

Strategic Priority 4:
Operational Effectiveness
The Nowell Leadership Academy strives to execute its
mission in the most cost-effective and operationally efficient
manner possible.
Nowell was founded with the vision of serving students in four small campuses
in the locations of Providence, Central Falls, East Providence and Woonsocket.
Currently, Nowell maintains campuses in Providence and in Central Falls.
Nowell’s Providence campus, which has recently undergone an extensive
renovation, is located within the Olneyville’s historic Nickerson Community
Center. Nowell is lucky to share a campus with a private childcare center and
a functioning gymnasium, both of which offer great opportunity for future
partnerships. Nowell’s Central Falls campus is located in a quiet, residential
neighborhood ideally located for students who reside in northern Rhode Island,
including in the City of Woonsocket.
Over time, Nowell has learned that small campuses of eighty students each
have both benefits and drawbacks to students and staff. The small learning
community environment allows for significant personalized attention. At the same
time, the small learning community environment can make it difficult to ensure
that all students receive the support they need. All staff members other than
18

core content teachers (e.g. the Dean of Students, the Dean of Academics, the
Reading Specialist, the Math Interventionist, the Director of Special Education,
the School Psychologist, the School Nurse Teacher) split their time between both
campuses, limiting the number of days they can support students and teachers
to two or three per week. Core content teachers must teach each course in their
subject area (in other words, science faculty cannot specialize as chemistry or
physics teachers but must teach each science course offered) and teachers find
it challenging to regularly meet, plan and co-teach with content teachers from the
other campus.
Over the next three years, Nowell will determine whether it may be preferable to
consolidate its two existing campuses into one building. Consolidation may allow
for greater efficiency and greater effectiveness, but it may also prove disrupting
to students, families, and staff. As referenced in Strategic Priority #2, an ideal
facility solution could maintain capacity for an on-site childcare program. Nowell
may wish to consider whether further investments in the Nickerson Community
Center would allow the school to effectively serve all students at its existing site
in Providence. Nowell will determine whether any cost savings would allow for
more enhanced transportation services that could minimize the added travel
requirement on families who may travel to Providence, for example, instead of
Central Falls. Growth to future campuses or future geographies may be something
Nowell considers in a future strategic plan.
Finally, Nowell will look to ensure that other, student-facing operational functions
of the school—like transportation and information technology—are as strong
as possible in the years ahead. For example, Nowell will continue to explore
transportation options that might work for both our high school students and their
infants and toddlers.
To accomplish these goals, Nowell may need:
• Technical assistance identifying and executing an ideal facility solution.
Early on, this may include assistance with surveying families, mapping
transportation options, cost estimating various facility options. Later, this
may include professional assistance related to real estate, architectural,
banking and other services.
• New transportation options for students and their children
• Modifications to the staffing model for the school’s information
technology services.
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F I V E S T R AT E G I C P R I O R I T I E S

Strategic Priority 5:
Effective Educators
Nothing is more important to Nowell’s future success than
ensuring each student has daily access to a diverse group
of outstanding, highly effective educators.
We believe great teachers have four things in common:
1) deep understand and passion for their content area;
2) an appreciation for feedback and commitment to professional growth;
3) an unyielding belief that every student is capable of achieving at 		
extraordinarily high levels, regardless of previous school experience,
4) mastery of pedagogical craft that keeps students engaged and
on-task at all times
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In order to move in the direction of a truly competency based model, Nowell will
need to ensure that its teaching staff possess these qualities as well as a fluency in
proficiency and competency based assessment and instruction.
In the 2016–2017 school year, nearly each certified teacher received weekly
instructional coaching either from the Dean of Academics or from an instructional
coach from outside of the Nowell Leadership Academy. This instructional
coaching includes lesson observations and feedback sessions, data review and
analysis and assistance with lesson planning. Also in the 2016–2017 school year,
two full-time certified educators participated in the prestigious New Leaders
for New Schools program. In the years ahead, Nowell will double down on
instructional coaching and ensure that every member of the organization—both
certified teaching staff and school support staff—have access to frequent, highquality coaching and mentorship.
Over the next three years, Nowell will continue to diversify its teaching and school
support staff. Nowell will work to ensure that newly hired staff members reflect the
life experiences and family backgrounds of Nowell Leadership Academy students.
Nowell also will work to develop clear career ladders within the organization so
that teachers who aspire to other roles (e.g. new teacher mentorship, curriculum
development) can do so without fully leaving the classroom. Finally, Nowell will
continue to annually review its compensation and benefits packages to ensure
that we are able to compete with our peer districts for hiring and retaining Rhode
Island’s most effective teachers.
To accomplish these goals, Nowell may need:
• An active talent recruitment plan that includes close partnerships with
Rhode Island’s educator preparatory programs
• Instructional supports for new and growing teachers, including
facilitated coaching
• A new approach to career growth and teacher retention that may
include new hybrid positions related to teacher mentoring and
curriculum development
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Objectives & Workplans
In this section, specific and quantifiable goals are
enumerated for each of the strategic priority narratives
above. Goals are broken into two types: organizational
capacity goals, and student learning goals. Organizational
capacity goals describe the specific capacities that Nowell
will develop or adopt over the next three years. Student
learning goals describe specific student outcomes that
Nowell will achieve over the next three years.
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OBJECTIVES & WORKPLANS

Strategic Priority 1 | Academic Excellence
Organizational Capacity Goals
1.1

Pilot a proficiency-based process of developing personalized graduation
pathways for each student at Nowell based on competencies tied to
Nowell’s mission (e.g. preparation for success in college, career and in life)
as opposed to credit accumulation.
1.1.1

Measure of Success: Identify and pilot alternatives to transcript analysis
for new enrollees that assess student readiness across a range of
competencies

1.1.2

Measure of Success: Identify and document the specific competencies
necessary for graduation from Nowell and adjust graduation requirements
as appropriate

1.1.3

Measure of Success: Identify and plan for the resource, programmatic and
staffing implications of moving towards a competency-based approach

1.2

Implement structured, multi-year career and higher education advising
program
1.2.1

1.2.2

1.3

Measure of Success: Identify and codify the best practices of a robust
post-secondary advising program, including option analysis, application
completion, financial counseling and campus visits
Measure of Success: Review Nowell’s existing senior capstone
requirements and identify areas for growth including students’ time
commitment, partnership options and opportunities for credentialing.
Consider de-coupling internship opportunities from the capstone
requirement so that students have relevant job exposure and experiences
at multiple points throughout their careers at Nowell.
Implement targeted, effective math and reading interventions

1.3.1

Measure of Success: Identify or develop effective math and reading
interventions to rapidly catch up students who are significantly behind
grade-level. Intervention design may include “math camp” type week-long
programs during holiday breaks.
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OBJECTIVES & WORKPLANS

Strategic Priority 1 | Academic Excellence
Student Learning Goals
1.1

For the 2016–2017 school year, Nowell aims for 70% of students to test
proficient in both reading and math on the end-of-year NWEA MAP
Assessment. This level of achievement would represent a four-fold
increase over beginning-of-year averages of 10% proficiency in reading
and 25% proficiency in math.

1.2

Each year Nowell will aim for 88% of students to test at the 50th percentile
(e.g. on grade level) in math and reading by end-of-year NWEA MAP and/
or for all students to show positive growth in their percentile rank from
beginning to end of year assessments.

1.3

Each year Nowell will aim for 88% of students who complete course
related projects to demonstrate grade level proficiency as measured by
the Summit Public Schools Cognitive Skills Rubric and/or to demonstrate
percentile rank growth from beginning to end of year.

1.4

In tandem with Nowell’s review of graduation requirements (OC Goal 1.1.2),
Nowell will identify appropriate college and career ready assessments
(e.g. PARCC, SAT, ACT, AccuPlacer) and relevant goals.
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OBJECTIVES & WORKPLANS

Strategic Priority 2 | Culture, Climate & Wrap-Around Supports
Organizational Capacity Goals
2.1

Codify a comprehensive continuum of supports related to pregnant and
parenting students.

2.1.1

2.1.2

Measure of Success: Develop a plan for more closely integrating the
childcare experience of Nowell students into Nowell’s core model, including
the potential benefits, risks, costs and requirements of either partnering
more closely with a third-party provider or directly operating an earlychildhood program. Based on the results of this investigation, pilot a new
approach in the 2017–2018 school year.
Measure of Success: Identify and implement evidence-based parenting
support programs for Nowell’s pregnant and parenting students in the
2017–2018 school year.

2.2

Review Nowell’s staffing model for wrap-around supports to
determine whether the school may better meet student needs with an
alternative design.

2.3

Pilot a program of transitional supports for Nowell alumni
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OBJECTIVES & WORKPLANS

Strategic Priority 2 | Culture, Climate & Wrap-Around Supports
Student Learning Goals
2.1

Develop multiple opportunities for students to gain authentic leadership
experiences both in school and off campus.

2.2

In the 2017–2018 school year, Nowell will work to identify a culture and
climate survey tool and appropriate goals to measure student, staff and
family perception of school safety and support

2.3

Achieve average daily attendance rate of 85% by end of 2016–2017
school year, and maintain each year going forward

2.4

Develop competencies associated with healthy parenting (i.e. attitudes
toward breastfeeding), determine goals for Nowell’s pregnant and
parenting teenagers and pilot assessment in tandem with the program
described above

2.4.1

Measure of Success: Identify an appropriate early childhood development
assessment tool (e.g. the ASQ-3), determine goals for Nowell’s infants
and toddlers and pilot an assessment in tandem with the integrated
childcare approach
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OBJECTIVES & WORKPLANS

Strategic Priority 3 | Organizational Stewardship
Organizational Capacity Goals
3.1

Achieve five-year charter renewal by the Rhode Island Board of Education
during the 2017-2018 school year.

3.2

Identify networks of school support, including membership organizations,
that can serve as thought partners to the school leadership team as the
school embarks on the transitions described in this plan

3.3

Achieve unqualified audit results and maintain liquidity at or beyond the
Rhode Island Department of Education’s cash-on-hand requirements for
charter schools in fiscal years 2018, 2019 and 2020.

3.4

Raise no less than $150,000 from private, non-government funding
sources in the 2016-2017 school year.
3.4.1

Measure of Success: In each successive academic year, raise 30% more
in funding from private, non-government sources than the previous year
(2017–2018: $195,000; 2018-2019: $253,500; 2019-2020: $329,550).

3.5

End each year with no findings of non-compliance with all applicable local,
state and federal laws and regulations.

3.6

Develop goals for the Nowell’s Board of Directors that relate to
membership and engagement (i.e. professional capacities represented,
percent of Board members conducting site visits or making charitable
gifts, hours of professional development, etc.)

Student Learning Goals
3.1

Consider disseminating lessons learned specific to serving pregnant and
parenting teenagers with peer schools at an appropriate time
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OBJECTIVES & WORKPLANS

Strategic Priority 4 | Operational Effectiveness
Organizational Capacity Goals
4.1

Convene a facility committee that includes representatives of the Board,
school leadership team, students, staff and other Nowell stakeholders.
Conduct a deep analysis of the potential benefits, costs, risks and
opportunities associated with different facility options. Depending on the
outcome of this analysis, take action as prudent and appropriate.

4.2

Investigate alternative transportation options including the possibility of
operating and/or contracting bus service that could accommodate both
Nowell students and infants and toddlers.

4.3

Develop Nowell’s internal staff capacity related to information technology
4.3.1

Measure of Success: Consider the development of an information
technology specialist position for inclusion in the 2017-2018 staffing plan
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OBJECTIVES & WORKPLANS

Strategic Priority 5 | Effective Educators
Organizational Capacity Goals
5.1

Prioritize the development of exceptionally effective certified teaching
staff by investing in continued coaching, support and mentorship for
teachers at all levels of their career

5.2

Prioritize the continued diversification of Nowell school staff, including but
not limited to certified teaching staff

5.2.1

5.3

Measure of Success: Ensure at least one candidate from a diverse
background is in the finalist pool for every new hire at Nowell

Develop clear career ladders at Nowell so that high performing
educators can remain in the classroom setting while taking on additional
responsibilities (i.e. curriculum development, new teacher mentorship, etc.)
5.3.1

Measure of Success: In each year, ensure that no fewer than 85% of
teachers offered renewal for the coming school year return
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Strategic Plan Gantt Chart

2017–2018
Sem 1

Sem 2

2018–2019
Sem 1

Sem 2

2019–2020
Sem 1

Sem 2

OC Goal 1.1
OC Goal 1.2

Academic
Excellence

OC Goal 1.3
SL Goal 1.1
SL Goal 1.2
SL Goal 1.3
SL Goal 1.4
OC Goal 2.1
OC Goal 2.2

Culture, Climate
& Wrap Around
Supports

OC Goal 2.3
SL Goal 2.1
SL Goal 2.2
SL Goal 2.3
SL Goal 2.4
OC Goal 3.1
OC Goal 3.2

Organizational
Stewardship

OC Goal 3.3
OC Goal 3.4
OC Goal 3.5
OC Goal 3.6
SL Goal 3.1

Operational
Effectiveness
Effective
Educators

OC Goal 4.1
OC Goal 4.2
OC Goal 4.3
OC Goal 5.1
OC Goal 5.2
OC Goal 5.3
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